At the end of pregnancy, fetal behavioral states can be determined by examining the fetal heart rate patterns alone. However, drawing conclusions on fetal heart rate variability (HRV) in different states which have themselves been determined on the basis of heart rate patterns may be self-predictive. In order to better understand the relationship between HRV and behavioral states, we examined the HRV in neonates in whom the behavioral states could be determined not using heart rate patterns but on the basis of Prechtl's criteria. Five newborns were observed and their behavior protocolled in a quiet environment for 44-187 min. (median: 122 min.) within 2-7 (3) days after birth at term. Electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG) and video recordings were simultaneously obtained. Behavioral state episodes of 3 min duration were determined according to standard criteria for quiet sleep (S1), active sleep (S2), quiet awake (S3) and active awake (S4). For each episode, RR intervals, their standard deviation (SDNN) and root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD) were calculated. A total of 129 episodes were identified (N in S1 / S2 / S3 / S4: 44 / 36 / 21 / 28). The HRV measures values differed with respect to behavioral state (p<0.001): RR interval was longer in the quiet states, SDNN tended to increase over S1 to S4 while RMSSD tended to decrease. Linear discriminant analysis based on the HRV measures classified 67% of the episodes in the correct state (S1 / S2 / S3 / S4: 84% / 72% / 91% / 18%). All states could be well separated except S4 from S2 and S3. The results suggest that time domain HRV measures may help identify behavioral states except for S4 in neonates. This should be considered when determining fetal behavioral states in at-term fetuses on the basis of their heart rate patterns.
Introduction
Prenatal pathological conditions such as growth retardation or fetal distress can affect fetal cardiac function and may be reflected in changes in fetal heart rate variability (HRV) [1] [2] [3] . In the assessment of fetal heart rate variability (HRV) it is important to take confounding factors into account. One of the major factors involved is the activity or behavioral state of the fetus. In the weeks prior to birth, four different fetal behavioral states have been identified and defined: quiet sleep (F1), active sleep (F2), quiet wakefulness (F3) and active wakefulness (F4) [4] . The criteria for these states are based on the assessment of body movements, eye movements and heart rate patterns as they are observed using ultrasound measurements. HRV will vary between these behavioral states [5] . Thus, when assessing fetal HRV with respect to the identification of pathological conditions such as distress or growth retardation, then the confounding influence of behavioral state must be controlled for.
It has been suggested that fetal behavioral states may also be identified in the gestational period between week 26 and 36 when the coincidence of body and eye movements and heart rate patterns is not as consistent [6] . Indeed, it has been suggested that a categorization into behavioral state based on heart rate patterns alone might be possible [7] [8] . Such approaches are of particular importance in the application of fetal magnetocardiography (FMCG). This noninvasive data acquisition approach allows for a very precise calculation of fetal interbeat time and high quality fetal HRV estimation which are not possible with ultrasound based heart rates. On the other hand, the direct assessment of fetal movements cannot be done with FMCG. Thus, when examining the fetal condition using FMCGbased data, state classification must be based solely on the fetal heart rate and its patterns, in other words, on the variability of the heart rate.
This approach involves an inherent risk. On the one hand, HRV is used to identify the behavioral state and on the other hand HRV is also used to distinguish normal or pathological conditions. The danger is classifying a heart rate episode as belonging to a particular state on the basis of heart rate patterns may confound the identification of pathological fetal HRV.
The behavioral states S1 -S5 were initially developed by Prechtl in order to examine brain function in infants [9] and later modified for the prenatal condition [4] . The work presented here was motivated by a personal discussion with Heinz Prechtl, in which the question raised in the previous paragraph was addressed. Accordingly, in this study, we acquired data simultaneously on behavioral state and heart rate in neonates. The hypothesis was that the examination of newborns under conditions that allow the unambiguous classification of behavioral state might help better understand the relationship between specific HRV parameters and behavioral states in the prenatal condition.
Methods
Five newborns (2 female, 3 male) who were assigned to the pediatric ward of the Marienhospital (University Witten/Herdecke, Germany) for observation after birth were included in this study. The babies were delivered at term and the birth mode was spontaneous in one, vacuum extraction in two and caesarian section in two. Birth weights lay between 3090 -4740 g. The indication for transfer to the pediatric ward was amnion infection in two and adjustment difficulties in three. All five newborns were without pathological findings at the time of the study. The parents gave informed consent and the study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Data acquisition
The neonates were examined within 2 -7 days (median: 3 days) after birth at term (gestational age: 39 -42 weeks). While lying in a crib in a quiet environment, a single lead electrocardiogram (ECG) and an electroencephalogram (EEG) were recorded using a 14-channel Neurofile NT polygraph (Deltamed SA, Paris) with a sampling rate of 1 kHz (Fig. 1) . EEG electrode positions F3, Fz, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4 and A1 of the 10/20 system were used. Simultaneous continuous whole-body video recordings (Logitech Quickcam Pro 5000) were simultaneously obtained for the duration of the data acquisition. During data acquisition, the neonate was also observed by one of us and its behavioral state was visually determined according to the criteria listed in Table 1 and logged onto a computer file. The data acquisition in the subjects lasted from 44 min. to187 min. (median: 122 min.). 
Data processing
For each of the acquired data sets, episodes fulfilling the conditions of states S1 (quiet sleep), S2 (active sleep), S3 (quiet awake) and S4 (active awake) (see Table 1 ) for at least 3 minutes were identified. S5 (crying) was not considered as it is irrelevant for prenatal investigation. Ambiguous episodes were re-assessed on the basis of the EEG and video recordings. In the ECG signal data, heartbeats were identified using a peak detector. All R times were examined for artifacts and missed beats and were corrected as needed. The RR interval time series were constructed for each data set and the identified behavioral state episodes were marked ( For each episode, the mean RR interval and two HRV measures from the time domain were calculated: standard deviation of normal-to-normal beats (SDNN) and root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD). For each of the measures, their values were compared visually with respect to state using boxplots. Differences in the values between states were assessed overall and between individual states on the basis of an adjusted two-sided KruskallWallis test. The ability to identify state on the basis of the three measures was tested using linear discriminant analysis. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
A total of 129 episodes were identified, most in the quiet sleep state (S1) and the least in quiet awake state (S3) (see Table 2 ). Example 3 min. episodes for each of the four states in a single neonate are shown in Fig. 3 . The values of each of the measures (RR-interval, SDNN and RMSSD) were not uniformly distributed with respect to behavioral state (p<0.001). The boxplots in Fig. 4 show that the RR interval was longer in the quiet states and, in particular, S2 values were significantly shorter than those in S1 and S3. SDNN tended to increase over states S1 to S4, with S1 values significantly lower than those of S2, S3 and S4. On the contrary, RMSSD tended to decrease over states S1 to S4, with S1 values significantly higher than those of S3 and S4. Linear discriminant analysis including all three HRV measures classified 67% of the episodes in the correct state: 84% of the S1 states were correctly classified, 72% of the S2 states, 91% of the S3 states and 18% of the S4 states. 
Conclusion
Examination of newborn HRV in the time domain while taking the behavioral state into account showed that there are significant differences in HRV values between states. It is important to note that the behavioral state was determined without recourse to the heart rate data, so that the HRV results were blinded to behavioral state. The overall trends in the values in the present study by and large correspond to the expectations with respect to the activity level within the states. The more active states had higher heart rates, higher variance and less short-term variability. In particular, sleep was associated with lower heart rates. Similar results have previously been reported for the active and quiet sleep states [10] .
Aim of this study was a better understanding of prenatal behavioral states on the basis of observations made in the postnatal condition. One may question the extent to which extrapolation from the postnatal to the prenatal is possible. Pillai and James [11] examined the behavioral states in subjects prior to birth (F1-F4) and the same subjects postnatally (S1-S5). They found that the states F1/S1, F2/S2 and F4/S4 were comparable with respect to eye, limb and body movements (prenatally, no F3 states were present). Although the heart rates were ca. 20 bpm lower postnatally, the heart rate patterns were very similar within any given state. The results suggest that it is possible to draw conclusions about prenatal behavior from postnatal conditions, in particular for the both sleep states and to a degree for the active waking state.
The discriminant analysis in our data showed that two thirds of the four states could be correctly identified on the basis of their RR interval, SDNN and RMSSD values. Considering the fact that the waking quiet state (F3) occurs very infrequently during pregnancy, the results suggest that S1 and S2 -and by extrapolation, F1 and F2 -might be identifiable on the basis of the three time domain measures examined here. The difficultly would be separating the waking active state from the sleep states.
Drawbacks to this study include the small number of subjects and the correspondingly limited number of episodes that could be examined. The results may thus have been skewed by the physiological characteristics of the individual neonate. Furthermore, neonates tend to have lower heart rates than fetuses and the effect of heart rate on shortterm variability and overall variance must be considered. Nonetheless, the results suggest that time domain HRV measures may help identify behavioral states apart from S4 in neonates. This should be considered when determining fetal behavioral states in at-term fetuses on the basis of their heart rate patterns.
We only examined time domain measures here. It would also be of interest to determine HRV measures from the frequency domain as well as complexity measures. However, the corresponding results of the limited data available here would have to be viewed with caution as, to date, there is no agreement on suitable frequency bands to characterize the state of the autonomic nervous system pre-and postnatally [10] . Similarly, there is no standard use of complexity measures. Investigating a larger group of newborns would justify a more comprehensive HRV analysis and may further help to identify HRV criteria for the distinct identification of fetal behavioral state on the basis of fetal heart rate.
